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changing moment at the

sales for Wally and

Michael Swinburn, and

Robin Oakley surveys

the art of the interview,

making some

interesting comparisons

arising from his many

years of interviewing

politicians, on the one

hand, and racing folk

on the other.

Features include

Milo Corbett’s own

interview with author

Jilly Cooper,

memorably titled ‘Sex,

Books and Teddy Grimthorpe’, and Robert Cooper’s

interview with leading owner/breeder Chris Wright, which

uses a Joni Mitchell lyric to introduce a fascinating look at his

life as a leading light in the music industry.

Rolf Johnson also shines the light on the poetry of Philip

Larkin, and in particular his poem ‘At Grass’, while Kitty

Waddell reports on the fruits of her labour in asking racing’s

great and good to help her assemble ‘a racing library’.

These are just some of the treats that await the reader, and I

hope this review will give you an idea of just how

refreshingly different this book is to ‘normal’ racing books. I

remember, many years ago, the TV quiz show ‘Call My Bluff’

introducing me to the word ‘gallimaufry’. In my mind’s eye, it

was the raconteur Frank Muir who defined the word in his

own inimitable fashion. It strikes me that Bloodstock

Notebook could be defined as a glorious gallimaufry of

racing-related tales.

By the way, a health warning. This book is so enjoyable

you may need a top-up of your drink before you get to the

end. 

ITH THE hustle and bustle of the festive period

now just a memory, with the Christmas

decorations stored away and the obligatory visit

to the January sales undertaken and survived, there is a ritual

which all racing and bloodstock enthusiasts must perform

before they can properly settle into the rhythm of the New

Year.

Find yourself a comfortable seat in a cosy retreat, pour

yourself a generous measure of your favourite tipple, and sit

down to enjoy the latest edition of Bloodstock Notebook.

Don’t be fooled by the name. This is not simply a record of

the racing/bloodstock year; there are no tables listing Leading

Second-Crop Sires by Prize-Money excluding all those

featuring an ‘R’ in their name, or average/median prices

achieved by yearlings of sires across this year’s yearling sales

worldwide. Nor is the book in any way sufficiently described

by reference to what one would normally refer to as a

‘notebook’.

Once again, editor/publisher Milo Corbett and his team

have assembled an array of wonderful writing and

tremendous photography into a colourful, vibrant and

immensely enjoyable volume which has aspects of the racing

and bloodstock worlds at its heart, but is happy to meander off

piste in search of material with which to educate, inform and

entertain the reader.

As ever, Rolf Johnson gives us his personal take on the

racing and bloodstock year and spends time assessing the

legacies of Her Majesty the late Queen Elizabeth and of the

legendary Lester Piggott. Julian Muscat looks at a life-
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